Overview of the worship scripts
from Dr. Marcia McFee
This Lent series is designed to give you everything you need–all words, hymn and song
suggestions, choral and band suggestions, leader introductions, etc. But, as with all of our
worship series, also please know that if you want to adapt to fit your current order of worship,
you can easily lift any of the suggested material and place it in a more familiar structure or
change out any of the suggestions (such as music) for something more beloved to your
congregation. For various contexts, you may decide to delete some sections or add your own.
Additionally, we continue to need to be careful as the pandemic rages on, even with vaccines
making progress. What I have done is to design these scripts with various scenarios in mind
(online, pre-recorded, live streamed, phone, self-directed hard copy, or in-person adapted
worship). As always, I will address adaptations in the Get-Ready Webinar that will be live,
recorded and posted on the WDS website.
This overview will give you a sense of
what’s included each week in the order
of worship. The package also includes
ideas for Visuals and Media, Small Group
and Individual Reflection Resource ideas,
original music scores, and “sermon
fodder” commentary to help jumpstart
your own preparations for proclamation in
this difficult time.
A note about the beach glass/sea glass
imagery: While not all of us live on the
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beach, most have visited a beach at one time or another. And even if we haven’t, I believe the
imagery of broken glass speaks to the shattering of our sense of wholeness. I would encourage
you to consider using this metaphor even if you are landlocked. Many churches in the Worship
Design Studio have utilized an earlier version of this series with this imagery and reported that it
spoke powerfully no matter the locale. However, if you really think this won’t fly with your
folks, you could do some adapting to change to the image to broken glassware, kitchenware,
pottery, etc. Some of the ways I use the metaphors will have to be re-written in this case.
Friends, I pray for ongoing healing and strength in this time. May you not merely survive, but
find yourself in moments of thriving. May the Spirit give you life and breath you never imagined
available in this time.

Peace & Passion,
Marcia McFee, PhD
Creator and Visionary of the Worship Design Studio

If you have not yet purchased this series, you can do so at:
www.worshipdesignstudio.com/vessels
All Worship Design Studio subscribers get all our series (12 years and
counting) and educational materials and webinars for free.
www.worshipdesignstudio.com
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Order of Worship
A note about the “sections” of the order of worship in this series. I am often inspired to a form
based on the marriage of the traditional four-fold pattern of Christian worship (gather, proclaim,
respond, send forth) with an aspect of the series that draws me into a sense of flow underscoring
the message. This particular series is based on the healing stories of Jesus as portrayed in the
Gospel of Matthew. Walter Wilson’s book on the subject offers an inspiring look at the work of
“form criticism” in analyzing the stories (among several other methodologies). He described the
the narrative form in these stories as various nuances of this progression: gathering of a crowd,
approaching Jesus, an expression of belief, a request for healing, the parting words of Jesus, and
a response from the crowd.
I was so intrigued by this, I wondered if we could approach Jesus in our worship in a similar
way. So I created sections that you will see in outlined boxes in this description of the order of
worship that follow this pattern. If you utilize a Worship Guide (bulletin), this would be a good
roadmap to make available, just as you would use section headlines usually. If you are online and
not using printed orders of worship (or people are not really looking at them), I have created
slide images that could be used as you move from one section to another (or of course, you can
make your own).

GATHER
People gather around Jesus as his reputation becomes known from town to town. As we gather
virtually or physically, we too are yearning for presence, for peace, for help.

Prelude
Your musicians select these. You might play with the sounds of waves gently lapping a shore as
an overlay if you are pre-recording these times of centering.

Welcome and Announcements
One of the wonderful lessons we have learned with online worship is that there are much better
ways of getting “announcements” out than during worship. We suggest a warm welcome here
and a minimum of announcements. You will notice that the “Commission” part of worship
toward the end has a suggested way to invite folks to small groups and other activities.

Threshold
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A “threshold moment” is a concept I teach that introduces people to the journey and the theme of
the day at the beginning of the service so that everything is seen through that lens. The threshold
moment takes what we typically call an introit, call to worship and opening prayer and puts it
together in a moving experience of being immersed in the theme.
My music collaborator on this series, Chuck Bell, and I have created an easy and short refrain to
help us settle into the “feel” of the worship. Sheet music, lead sheets, and audio recordings are
included in the downloads for this song.
Vessels, holy and whole
Broken, needing the One
Open, body and soul
Healer, come.
The music continues to “underscore” a short paragraph offered by the pastor or other worship
leader that “sets the stage” by introducing the aspect of healing that will be the focus for this
week’s worship. Here is an example:
Beach glass begins as something whole and yet discarded. As it is tumbled by the sea, it is
broken and polished until it becomes a treasured “mineral gem.” We do not embrace that
suffering is necessary or God-given, but that suffering is a part of life. When pain comes and
brokenness enters our lives, Jesus reaches out to touch and remind us of the Treasure that we all
are–worthy of new life in the midst of hopelessness. In a year when pandemic has wreaked havoc
on our world, we begin by affirming our journey to physical health.

APPROACH
People opened their lives to Jesus. We are drawn to the Healer–opening our hearts with honesty
about our lives and finding assurance that offers peace.

Opening Prayer of Confession
Then a scripted prayer is prayed (as always you are free to adapt or jettison in favor of praying
extemporaneously if that is your tradition), a time of silent reflection, and the theme refrain is
sung once more.

Assurance and Peace
The assurance for this series is a written visualization that has a common theme each week… a
light that is perhaps hidden deep down is imagined come to the surface and slowly fills us with
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warmth. We acknowledge that this light is given in grace by the Holy One for us all and available
when we most need it. The Peace that follows imagines that light extending to outward beyond
our walls to the neighborhood, the wider community, the church, and the world.

Opening Hymn
We have chosen hymns (for more “traditional/classic” worship) and songs (for more “modern/
contemporary” worship) as suggestions. WDS Associate, Chuck Bell, is offering accompaniment
and slide packages sold separately for those who need this help. While I choose hymns that
appear in many denominational hymnals, as always you can also feel free to adapt our
suggestions! Simply study the one I chose to see the theological direction I was aiming for and
then search for something from your church’s repertoire that might be a better fit.

BELIEVE
People were fortified by Jesus’ words and deeds that revealed care for all–especially those
marginalized. We strengthen our belief in the possibility for renewed health and vigor for all.

Time for Children
I am pleased to announce that WDS Associate Mark Burrows is not only be creating scripts for
you to follow for children’s time, but will also be filming short videos of him doing the message
that you can use in your worship if you so choose (or at least watch to see how he uses the
scripts).

A Contemporary Word
I have chosen 5-6 quotes from authors/teachers (mostly modern but some ancient) that highlight
a key word, key concept, for the week. These (or others you find) can be made into slides to
show or you could invite several voices to offer these one-liners up (whether live, Zoom, or prerecorded). Here are a couple of examples from week 1:
Some people spend so much time hunting treasure that they fail to see it all around them. It's like
sifting through gold to find the silt.
–– Richard Paul Evans
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It is by going down into the abyss that we recover the treasures of life. Where you stumble, there
lies your treasure.
–– Joseph Campbell

Musical Proclamation
I make suggestions for choral/ensemble/band offerings for each week. The Music Document also
has other alternatives that could be used that contain a general theme of healing. Of course you
may have your own anthems/songs within that theme that you will use. If you are interested in
learning how to create a virtual choir, we are giving you access to an extensive webinar series we
helped host last fall.

An Ancient Word
Each week features a story of healing from the Gospel of Matthew. If you want to add another
scripture of your choosing, you could either replace the “Contemporary Word” section above or
add it here.

Sermon
As usual, we offer a “Sermon Fodder” document to help jumpstart your sermon preparation. As I
mentioned in the introduction to this Overview, Walter Wilson’s book is one we reference
throughout and if you want a comprehensive study, preacher, I recommend you purchase his
book, “Healing in the Gospel of Matthew: Reflections on Method and Ministry.” Please note that
this is a wonderfully academic book that is better for preachers than small group study. We make
suggestions for other small-group-friendly books in our Small Group Suggestions document.

ASK
People who were healed by Jesus were not afraid to ask. And so we come before the Holy
One, making our petitions and desires known, trusting the work of the Spirit.

Song of Preparation and Prayers of the People
The beautiful refrain of the hymn,“Make Us Holy, Make Us Whole,” is sung each week as a
preparation for the Prayers of the People and as a coda at the end of them. The prayers begin
with a script I have written and then continue in the manner that is familiar to your congregation,
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ending with the Prayer of Jesus. On weeks that you celebrate communion, that ritual would be
inserted here. We offer a separate communion script that you can adapt for your context and use
as frequently as is your tradition.

KNOW
The parting words Jesus’ gave to those he healed were often as much balm as the healing act
itself. We hear words of encouragement from the One who makes beauty from brokenness.

Ritual Action for the Week
As the section heading above states, each story of healing contains some words that Jesus speaks.
What can we know from these words at the very heart of Jesus’ purpose? This scripted ritual
includes a simple action utilizing shards of beach glass. Examples of some of the actions during
the series are holding a piece to feel its rough edges, placing the pieces in a bowl, adding water
to the bowl to watch it become clear, etc. If you are meeting online and cannot get items out to
your congregants, you can still do this as a ritual that is described and watched.

RESPOND
Scriptural accounts of healing often end with responses from the “crowd” of witnesses. How will
we proceed into the brokenness of this world and respond as the Body of Christ?

Closing Song and Commission
After a closing hymn/song (includes suggestions for “classical” and “contemporary”), we
remember how people responded to the healing in the story for each week. And we ask
ourselves, what will be our reaction, our response to having heard this story? This is an
opportunity to invite people to various responses in language such as: “How can we as a church
community become a “health hub” through our ministry and mission? The needs are so great,
especially now. Throughout this time, I invite you to explore with us the possibilities for a new or
renewed commitment to a contribution we can make at _____ Church to our larger community’s
effort to recover from this past year. [opportunities/groups/study]”
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Blessing
As with all the prayers in the scripts, the benediction contains some repeated phrases each week
along with lines that are customized each week. And then the theme refrain is reprised as another
“threshold” back out into the world.

Threshold Into the World
[reprise of theme song]
Vessels, holy and whole
Broken, needing the One
Open, body and soul
Healer, come.

Postlude

If you have not yet purchased this series, you can do so at
www.worshipdesignstudio.com/vessels
As always, Worship Design Studio full-year subscribers have access to all 12-years
(and counting) worship series as well as educational materials,
videos, and webinars for training staff and volunteers in all worship arts.
www.worshipdesignstudio.com
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